Introduction
during the last decades, the history of early modern botany has become one of the most popular research subjects of science historians. several scholars, including alain touwaide,1 Claudia swan,2 Brian W. ogilvie3 and marie-elisabeth Boutroue4 have devoted their attention to the rich literature of early modern herbals, the perception of the plant world transmitted by early modern botanists and scientists and the role played by botany in university curricula and erudite culture. authors of herbals such as leonard fuchs and Carolus Clusius, commentators on ancient herbals (above all dioscorides' De materia medica) such as pietro andrea mattioli and andrés laguna, and scholars and erudite thinkers such as ermolao Barbaro and niccolò leoniceno have attracted the researchers' interest and encouraged in-depth studies.5 in this essay i cannot and will not rewrite the history of research on early modern botany. Rather, i would like to focus on a specific feature, the role played by botany in early modern encyclopaedic culture. in fact, several scholars have stressed the encyclopaedic character of early modern botanical works and herbals. ogilvie has emphasised, for example, the constant growth in the number of described plants between 1530 and 1623, the latter being the year when Caspar Bauhin's mammoth herbal, covering more than six thousand species, was published.6 the reasons for the 'encyclopaedic attitude' towards plants in the early modern age may be traced back to the need to put at the readers' disposal the rich cultural
